
The ultimate drum sample library and instrument



  i, drummer
“i, drummer” is a collection of sample based virtual instruments 
covering every aspect and element of drum production and 
performance. These virtual instruments are developed and are 
fully compatible with Native Instrument’s Kontakt platform, 
probably the most advanced and popular sample player 
available today.  
However, “i, drummer” is not just another drum library! Its 
modular design together with its innovative approach to 
recording, sample processing and philosophy make it a quite 
unique product in the rather crowded virtual instruments 
market, a true pioneer unveiling new creative tools and options 
for the modern music producers, literally expanding their artistic 
horizons when it comes to drums recording and mixing! 

“i, drummer” was created not only with midi programming or 
performing in mind but also with drum replacement and drum 
triggering. Its unique features make it the perfect companion 
for everyone wanting to add, combine or replace its original 
drum recordings! 
“i, drummer” shares a producer’s, recording and mixing 
engineer’s vision and point of view besides the obvious 
composer/arranger target group. Its philosophy lies on the true 
needs of a professional when it comes to drum sounds… so 
besides being a fully detailed , state of the art drum library “i, 
drummer” introduces a more “pro” approach to drum 
production but with exceptional ease and an ultra fast learning 
curve! 



   a new design and philosophy in sampling

“i, drummer” consist of 7 basic modules - instruments (2 x kick, 2 x snare, 2 x toms, 1 x cymbals) plus an expansion pack of 3 additional snare 
instruments. The drum elements have been carefully chosen in order to fulfil a wide variety of needs and goals exactly the way a commercial studio 
approaches drum recording… so, instead of trying to record a specific “famous” or “obsolete” glorious drum kit from the past, “i, drummer” comes 
with a series of truly useful and musically interesting sounds, easily combined in a wide variety of ways providing a complete drum arsenal at your 
fingertips! This combined with a series of innovative processing tools and an organic, lush sounding analog recording chain make “i, drummer” the 
absolute virtual drums instrument! From choosing and combining the perfect rooms with the best sounding drum kits all the way to microphone 
choice and placement and from introducing advanced producing and mixing tricks all the way to creating an easy to understand and comfortable 
GUI, “i, drummer” has nailed it! And together with the ease, stability and world wide recognition of Kontakt and Kontakt Player as its base operating 
platform “i, drummer” is ready to conquer the music production world! 



state of the art  
recording & sampling

“i, drummer” was created utilising a combination of 
innovative, advanced and proven recording techniques 
in drums recording: The space, the microphones and 
their placement plus the recording signal chains are a 
result of more than 25 years of recording experience! 
Every single decision and gear choice was made with a 
specific artistic vision and a much more in depth 
approach to drum sampling and production, in order to 
deliver not only a state of the art, detailed and 
professionally captured drum sound but also a specific 
sonic signature and character.



   Innovative signal chain & processing
Most of the signal processing is on a sample based level, meaning that we utilise advanced and complex analog signal chains during 
recording and editing in order to create various combinations of signal processing parallel or inline providing a unique creative pallet to 
the end user. The carefully designed user interface provides end user with an enormous amount of possibilities in order to sculpture the 
sound of each drum element to perfection with a very familiar “studio” inspired approach.  This, combined with the advanced DSP 
capabilities of Kontakt offer a hybrid setup with the best of both worlds literally at the flick of a switch!



   Detailed and easy to use interface
“i, drummer” comes with a really easy to use GUI combining a classic analog console vibe and feel with a modern and relaxing graphic design. 
Knobs and buttons are carefully placed in order to create a logical sequence in the users actions and everything comes wrapped with help 
texting. Sculpturing a sound cannot get more easy and straightforward than this while being so sophisticated at the same time. All modules 
share the same basic design principle and functionality making the learning procedure really fast and productive. 



   The modules

Our purpose is to create a modular multi functional drum kit able to fulfil a wide variety of musical needs. In order to achieve this goal we created 
a series of module elements - instruments from a range of different drum elements with unique sonic characteristics able to be combined in any 
possible configuration providing the desired results: 
KC 101 “Beater” - a 18” kick drum instrument sampled from a boutique drum kit able to deliver a vast variety of kick sounds ranging from jazzy 
melodic timbres all the way to tribal percussive drum & bass sounds. 
KC 202 “Groover” - a 22” kick drum instrument sampled from a USA industry standard drum kit able to deliver the full spectrum of modern or 
vintage pop, rock and jazz kick drum sounds. 
SN 101 “Woody” - a 14” snare drum instrument sampled from a custom boutique maple snare able to provide a great pallet of modern pop and 
rock sounds. 
SN 202 “Steely” - a 14” steel snare drum instrument sampled from a unique boutique instrument able to provide a vast variety of sonic timbres 
from cutting edge snare hits all the way to lush harmonic jazz sounds. 
TM 990 “Tommy” - a tom and floor tom instrument sampled from different USA industry standard drum kits with dimensions of 10”, 12”, 14” and 
16” elements able to provide almost every possible timbre of modern and more vintage tom sounds. 
TM 960 “Jazzman” - a tom and floor tom instrument sampled from a unique handmade boutique drum kit with dimensions of 8”,10”,12” and 
14” elements able to provide more delicate acoustic timbres with lush harmonics and overtones. 
CL 001 “Crasher” - a cymbals and percussion instrument sampled from a wide variety of cymbals including different sizes and design approaches, 
easily combined and with a vast variety of microphone choices and placements.



   Additional  
  modules

Additionally “i, drummer” includes 3 extra snare instruments - 
modules with some special characteristics… besides the added 
benefit of 3 additional snare flavours and choices the end user 
gets the chance to actually work with the specific recording 
studios where these snare samples where recorded: the spaces, 
the signal chains, the gear and even the in house engineer’s 
workflow and vibe is here! Together with this unique vibe and 
timbre each snare instrument comes with a set of special 
features like humanisation functions, original  IR reverbs and 
custom saturation and processing chains making them a very 
character and colourful choice, fully compatible and 
customisable though at the same time!



   Single, dual or multi purpose?

 “i, drummer” was created in order to fulfil the goals and needs of a real life demanding, working space and it is the natural result of a long 
procedure of trial and error in real life conditions… no matter if you are after straightforward midi drum programming, drum replacement, live 
performing or even searching to add something extra to your existing drum sound libraries,  “i, drummer” was designed in order to perfectly 
accomplish all of these goals and many many more for you to discover! 



   Architecture and functionality

Large and easy to identify and use layout. Knobs 
and switches on all instruments follow a certain 

and easy to adapt configuration and coding.

Different elements of the instrument with independent controls 
and functions, allowing a vast variety of possible configurations.

Independent and 
powerful master 
bus section with 

integrated analog 
console modelling 
and compression.

Advanced DSP 
processing 

including both 
native and sample 
based processing.

Individual DSP for 
each element, both 
native and sample 
based, including 

specifically chosen 
filters and eq, 
sample banks 

selection, analog 
modelled & 

saturation and 
many more.



   Architecture and functionality

The “beater” element handles the initial attack transients of the beater 
and it is completely independent from the other modules. Here you can 

activate or deactivate the beater element, choose between two 
different beater types (a traditional soft beater and a modern plastic 

one) and also activate and control certain DSP parameters including a 
parallel hard compressed beater sample and a carefully chosen two 

band EQ plus a Low Cut Filter. The parallel compression is also 
independent from the main beater level knob and it can be used on its 
own. Finally there is a saturation algorithm resembling an overdriven 

tape recorder available for the element (TP Switch).



   Architecture and functionality

The “hole” element handles the actual kick drum 
sound including its cell harmonics and transients 
and it is completely independent from the other 
modules. Here you can activate or deactivate the 

“hole” element, choose between two different 
cell types (an empty free resonating cell and a 

muffled one) and also activate and control 
certain DSP parameters including a specifically 

designed and set insert compressor and a 
carefully chosen two band EQ plus a Low Cut 
Filter. Finally there is a saturation algorithm 

resembling an overdriven tape recorder 
available for the element (TP Switch).



   Architecture and functionality

The “distant” element handles a number of 
distant microphones including both overheads 

(main knob) and room/ambient mics plus a 
number of bleed noises that are naturally 

present as the snare drum streak , pedal noise 
etc. Each part can be activated and controlled 
independently.  Once again you can choose 

between two different cell types (an empty free 
resonating cell and a muffled one) and also add 

to the overhead microphones a saturation 
algorithm resembling an overdriven tape 

recorder available for the element (TP Switch).



   Architecture and functionality

The “bus” element acts as the centre section of an analog mixing desk 
including a modelled saturation / overdriven master bus behaviour plus 

a master bus compressor. These can be activated independently and 
are affecting all elements as they stand at the main out of the 

instrument. Compression offers fixed attack, release and ratio settings, 
specifically designed to fit a kick drum while the amount and threshold 

are user defined and controlled.

The “sub” element as the name implies controls a (sample based) 
subharmonic generator letting the user have complete control over its 

low end. “sub” can be activated or deactivated at will, it has its own 
level control while the user can choose between two different sample 

banks (tight and extended). Also the release time and pitch of the 
subharmonics are defined and controlled by the user through 
individual controls, allowing for extremely versatile low end 

manipulation and control. Finally there is a compression algorithm 
available specifically designed to handle ultra low end.


